Courses by Specialization

**Literary Translation**

TRST 501: Applied Literary Translation I  
TRST 502: Applied Literary Translation II

**Interpreting**

TRST 541: Community Interpreting  
TRST 542: Conference Interpreting  
TRST 543: Advanced Interpreting Practice and Research  
TRST 545: Writing for Translators

**Translation for the Professions**

TRST 503: Computer-Assisted Translation  
TRST 505: Commercial and Technical Translation  
TRST 506: Translation for Professions  
TRST 508: Localization

**Elective courses recommended for all specializations**

TRST 415: Machine Translation: History and Applications  
TRST 431: History of Translation  
TRST 432: Audio-Visual Translation Studies  
TRST 545: Writing for Translators  
TRST 580: Special Topics in Translation

**Language-specific elective courses**

TRST 403: German/English Translation: Theory and Practice (Same as GER 403)  
TRST 412: Spanish/English Translation (Same as SPAN 410)  
TRST 413: Arabic/English Translation (Same as ARAB 413)  
TRST 419: Techniques in Translation (French; Same as FR 419)  
TRST 430: Chinese Poetry and Translation (Same as EALC 425)